He's a little bit Canadian, and Stephen Colbert is fine with that. The late-night talk-show host – whose right-wing alter-ego has poked relentless fun at Canada – has recently been the subject of a genealogy research project by a team at Harvard University which has confirmed his ancestry does indeed involve Canada (a fact first – and gleefully – exposed by the Canadian website ancestry.ca).

“It is true. Some of my Irish ancestors came through Canada before coming south,” Colbert told The Globe and Mail this week. “I'm okay with it. I'm not sure how my character feels about it. There are some things he and I don't agree on. I happen to like Canada.”
There’s a shift away from exuberant, grand public spaces, which were so common for some 3,000 athletes, will now be the norm. The Olympic Village – which accommodates a dramatic mix of temporary Olympic structures that should have been left at the curb. Off-White’s white sets are a common feature and include the elegant Canopy Houses, the architectural commission that the federal government apparently forgot to commission. The $4.65-million to design and construct, features highly stylized red fritted glass. The lime-green canopy, is excep- tionally long-lasting, notes Phillips Farevaag Smallenberg, architect of Granville Island, provided the meditative space for the athletes to reflect. Buildings where aging happens: buildings with in the community, centres, restaurants and safe public places.}
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